
 

Donation Drop Off Terms of Service 

 

Thank you for entrusting your items to RI Consignment. We will make every effort to list every item 

included with your donation drop off. Items that are damaged, or have holes, tears, stains, smells, visible 

wear or damage cannot be sold and will not be listed for sale. Instead they will be recycled and not 

returned. Upon receipt of your items, we will sort through all items and determine which items can be 

sold and which cannot. Items that have listing value of less than $5 will be recycled and not be listed for 

sale due to the cost benefit of the time it takes to list, price, photograph and store each item. We will 

make every effort to bundle items to increase the sale price, but there is no guarantee items can be 

grouped for sale.  

Donation percentages are then calculated based on the number of sellable items received.  

• Up to 99 items in sellable condition, charity receive 30% of proceeds 

• 100-199 items in sellable condition, charity receives 40% of the proceeds 

• 200 items or more in sellable condition, charity receives 50% of the proceeds 

Items donated as part of the Donation Drive will be listed using our best practices to describe and price 

your items. We conduct extensive research on each individual item to ensure that we list the item for a 

realistic and competitive price and we will list items based on what we feel the item should be priced at. 

Items that have ambiguous pricing will be listed for sale on auction with a generous starting price. If the 

item does not sell after 30 days, the price of the item may be lowered, or the listing may be altered to 

increase chances of selling the item. All pricing is decided with our sole discretion.  

In addition, all items are considered donated to RI Consignment and will not be returned if they do not 

sell within a certain amount of time.  Instead they will remain in our inventory indefinitely with a portion 

of the proceeds donated to your cause until the item is sold. The designated charitable organization for 

listed items cannot be changed once an item is listed for sale.  

RI Consignment is insured against fire and theft or other damage that may occur with your items. Should 

such damage occur, rendering items unsellable we will make a donation to your group based on the 

number of unsellable, unsold items listed for sale to benefit your group. Insurance value of items will be 

paid at $5 per damaged, unsellable item either listed for sale or in our inventory to be listed for sale.  

 

 


